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Abstract. In current literature few detailed process models for Requirements
Engineering are presented: usually high-level activities are distinguished,
without a more precise specification of each activity. In this paper the
process of Requirements Engineering has been analyzed using knowledgelevel modelling techniques, resulting in a well-specified compositional
process model for the Requirements Engineering task.

1 Introduction
Requirements Engineering (RE) addresses the development and validation of methods
for eliciting, representing, analyzing, and confirming system requirements and with
methods for transforming requirements into specifications for design and
implementation. A requirements engineering process is characterised as a structured set
of activities that are followed to create and maintain a systems requirements document
[4], [8], [9], [10] . To obtain insight in this process, a description of the activities is
needed, the inputs and outputs to/from each activity are to described, and tools are
needed to support the requirements engineering process.
No standard and generally agreed requirements engineering process exists. In [8],
[10] the following activities are expected to be core activities in the process:
• Requirements elicitation, through which the requirements are discovered by
consulting the stakeholders of the system to be developed.
• Requirements analysis and negotiation, through which requirements are analyzed
in detail for conflict, ambiguities and inconsistencies. The stakeholders agree on a
set of system requirements as well.
• Requirements validation, through which the requirements are checked for
consistency and completeness.
• Requirements documentation, through which the requirements are maintenained.
In [5] also the activity modelling is distinguished. In [9] the main activities
elicitation, specification and validation are distinguished. Other approaches in the
literature distinguish other activities, for example, requirements determination [12].
These activities overlap with some of the activities mentioned above.

Various knowledge modelling methods and tools have been developed [3] and
applied to complex tasks and domains. The application of a knowledge modelling
method to the domain of Requirements Engineering in this paper has resulted in a
compositional process model of the task of Requirements Engineering. In the
literature, software environments supporting Requirements Engineering are described,
but no knowledge level model is specified in detail.
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Fig. 1. Overview of the process abstraction levels

In the approach presented in this paper requirements and scenarios are considered
equally important. Requirements describe (e.g., functional and behavioural) properties
of the system to be built, while scenarios describe use-cases of interactions between a
user and the system; e.g., [6], [11]. Both requirements and scenarios can be expressed
in varying degrees of formality: from informal, to semi-formal (structured natural
language description), to formal (using temporal logic).
The compositional knowledge modelling method DESIRE (see [2] for the
underlying principles, and [1] for a detailed case description) has been applied to obtain
the formal process model the task of Requirements Engineering. The compositional

process model constructed for the Requirements Engineering task is described in
Sections 2 to 5. A discussion is presented in Section 6.

2 Process Composition within Requirements Engineering
An overview of the different processes and their abstraction levels within the process
Requirements Engineering is shown in Fig. 1. For each of the processes a composition
relation has been specified which defines how it is composed of the processes at the
next lower level of process abstraction. Note that this specification only specifies the
process abstraction relations between the processes and neither the manner in which
the processes interact, nor the order in which they are performed. The latter aspects are
part of the process composition specifications which are discussed in Sections 2.1 and
further. A specification of a process composition relation consists of a specification
of the information links (static perspective) and a task control specification (dynamic
perspective) which specifies when which processes and information links are
performing their jobs (see [2]).

2.1

Process Composition of Requirements Engineering

The process composition of requirements engineering is described following the different
levels of process abstraction depicted in Fig. 1. The composition relation (static
perspective) for the first two levels of process abstraction is shown in Fig. 2: the
process requirements engineering is composed of the processes elicitation, manipulation of
requirements and scenarios, and maintenance of requirements and scenarios specification.
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Fig. 2. Process composition of requirements engineering: information links

Within the component requirements engineering a number of information links are
distinguished. The names of these information links reflect which information can be
exchanged through the information link between the two processes.
The process elicitation provides initial problem descriptions, requirements and
scenarios elicited from stakeholders, as well as domain ontologies and knowledge
acquired in the domain. The process manipulation of requirements and scenarios manipulates

requirements and scenarios to resolve ambiguous requirements and scenarios, nonsupported (by stakeholders) requirements, and inconsistent requirements and scenarios.
This process reformulates requirements from informal requirements and scenarios, to
more structured semi-formal requirements and scenarios, and (possibly) finally to
formal requirements and scenarios. It also provides relationships among and between
requirements and scenarios. The process maintenance of requirements and scenarios
specification maintains the documents in which the information requirements and
scenarios are described, including information on traceability.
Each of the processes depicted in Fig. 2 can be characterized in terms of their
interfaces (input and output information types), as shown in Table 1.
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Table 1. Interface information types of direct sub-processes of requirements engineering

The dynamic perspective on the composition relation specifies control over the subcomponents and information links within the component requirements engineering, as
depicted in Fig. 2. Task control within requirements engineering specifies a flexible type
of control: during performance of each process it can be decided to suspend the process
for a while to do other processes in the mean time, and resume the original process
later.

2.2

Knowledge Composition of Requirements Engineering

The information types described in the interfaces of the component requirements
engineering and its direct sub-components are briefly described in this section. All of
these information types specify statements about requirements and/or scenarios. In
turn a requirement is a statement that some behavioural property is required, expressed
by the object-level information types in Fig. 3. To be able to express, for example,
that a requirement is ambiguous, or that a scenario has been elicited, or that a
requirement is a refinement of another requirement, requirements and scenarios
expressed as statements on the object level, are terms at the meta-level.
The information types specified in the interfaces of the component requirements
engineering and its direct sub-components all refer to the information type requirements
meta-descriptions.
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Fig. 3. Information types and meta-levels related to meta-description of requirements

The information types for scenarios are similar to the information types for
requirements. The information type requirements and scenarios information is based on
three information types: requirements information, scenarios information, and relations between
requirements and scenarios. In turn, the information type requirements information is based
on three information types: current requirements, clusters of requirements, and relations
among requirements. The information type scenarios information is based on three similar
information types: current scenarios, clusters of scenarios, and relations among scenarios.

3 Composition of Elicitation
The first two levels of process abstraction for elicitation are shown in Fig. 4. The
processes problem analysis, acquisition of domain ontology and knowledge, and elicitation of
requirements and scenarios are distinguished within the process elicitation.
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Fig. 4. Process composition relation of elicitation : information links

The three sub-processes of elicitation, as depicted in Fig. 4, are closely intertwined.
The process problem analysis extracts the (initial) perceived problem from the
stakeholders. It can also determine that requirements and scenarios are needed for
another level of process abstraction. The process acquisition of domain ontology and
knowledge acquires from stakeholders ontologies and knowledge of the domain,
possibly related to existing requirements and scenarios. The process elicitation of
requirements and scenarios elicits requirements and scenarios from stakeholders on the
basis of identified problems, existing requirements and scenarios. Each of the
processes depicted in Fig. 4 can be characterized in terms of their interface information
types, as shown in Table 2.
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Table 2. Input and output information types of the direct sub-processes of the process
elicitation.

The dynamic perspective on the process composition within elicitation, task control,
specifies flexible control, similar to the control one process abstraction higher.
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Fig. 5. Process composition of manipulation of requirements and scenarios:
information links.
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The process composition relation between the first two levels of process abstraction
for manipulation of requirements and scenarios are shown in Fig. 5. The processes
manipulation of requirements, manipulation of scenarios, and identification of relationships between
requirements and scenarios are distinguished within the process manipulation of requirements
and scenarios.
The process manipulation of requirements is responsible for removing ambiguities,
resolving non-fully supported requirements (by stakeholders), and resolving
inconsistencies, while striving for progressive formalisation of requirements. This
process also produces the relationships among requirements. The process manipulation of
scenarios is similar to the process manipulation of requirements. The process identification of
relationships between requirements and scenarios establishes which requirements are related
to which scenarios, and vice versa. Each of the processes depicted in Fig. 5 can be
characterized in terms of their interface information types, as shown in Table 3.
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Table 3. Interface information types of the processes within manipulation of
requirements and scenarios.

Also in this case the dynamic perspective on the composition relation specifies
flexible control over the sub-components of the component manipulation of requirements
and scenarios.

5 Composition of Manipulation of Requirements
The first level of process abstraction within manipulation of requirements is shown in
Fig. 6. The processes reformulation of requirements, validation of requirements, detection of
ambiguous and non-fully supported requirements, detection of inconsistent requirements, and
identification of functional clusters of requirements are distinguished within the process
manipulation of requirements.
The process detection of ambiguous and non-fully supported requirements analyses the
requirements for ambiguities and the extent of non-supportedness of requirements (by
stakeholders). The process detection of inconsistent requirements analyses the requirements

for inconsistencies among requirements. The process reformulation of requirements plays
an important role within manipulation of requirements: problematic requirements are
reformulated into (less problematic) requirements by adding more and more structure
to requirements: from informal to semi-formal to formal. The process validation of
requirements has interaction with stakeholders to establish the supportedness of a
requirement in relation to a stakeholder, and whether pro and con arguments exist for a
requirement. The process identification of clusters of requirements identifies clusters of
requirements on the basis of clustering criteria.
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Fig. 6. Process composition of manipulation of requirements: information links.

As before, each of the processes depicted in Fig. 6 can be characterized in terms of
their interface information types, as shown in Table 4. Also in this case, task control
specifies flexible control. The process manipulation of scenarios has a structure
similar to manipulation of requirements.

6 Discussion
The compositional knowledge modelling method DESIRE has been applied to the task
of Requirements Engineering. The resulting compositional process model has been
presented in some detail in this paper. The process model has been constructed on the
basis of studies of available literature, and the application of requirements engineering
techniques to a real-life case study: the design of a Personal Internet Assistant [7].
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Table 4. Interface information types of processes within manipulation of requirements.

The processes have been described at different levels of process abstraction, with
descriptions of their interfaces, a static composition relation (possibilities for
information exchange) and a dynamic composition relation (‘control flow’). The static
composition relation does not prescribe a particular task control through the process
composition. The task control is formulated in terms of conditions which trigger
particular activities. The task control specification reflects the amount of flexibility
and iterative nature of sub-processes of the requirements engineering process.
The compositional process model presented in this paper has been formally
specified and provides more details and structure for the requirements engineering
process than process models described in the literature on requirements engineering.
For example, in [8], [10] the following activities are considered core activities in the
requirements engineering process: ‘requirements elicitation’, ‘requirements analysis
and negotiation’, ‘requirements documentation’, and ‘requirements validation’. The
first three of these core activities form the top level composition of the process model
introduced in this paper. In contrast to the references mentioned, in the model
introduced here a detailed specialisation of these three main processes is added. In the
process model introduced the fourth main activity, ‘requirements validation’ is
considered an integrated part of the manipulation processes both for requirements and
scenarios, and is modelled within these processes: detection of inconsistent requirements,
detection of inconsistent scenarios, validation of requirements, validation of scenarios.

To further investigate the applicability of this compositional process model,
additional requirements engineering experiments will be conducted. The formally
specified compositional process model for the task of requirements engineering can be
employed in the design of automated tools for requirements engineering (e.g., [5]),

supporting the activities of (human) requirement engineers on the basis of an agreed
shared model of the requirements engineering task.
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